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people like food.
people like travel.

people like food travel.



“we keep inventing new 
types of travel”

John Hope-Johnstone
April 6, 2017



food tourism
the pursuit and enjoyment of 
unique and memorable food 

and drink experiences, both far 
and near. (Wolf, 2014, p. 21)



SAMPLE

2,527 travelers in 10 countries

4.2 domestic trips in past year
1.8 international trips in past year



SAMPLE

52% female – 48% male

25% boomers
32% gen x
40% millennials



participation in 
ACTIVITIES while TRAVELING

Matthew Stone, PhD
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Went to a restaurant for a 
memorable experience

Ate at a fine dining restaurant

Ate at a food truck/cart/stall

Ate at a landmark restaurant

Visited farmers market/ag fair

44%

39%

35%

39%

63%

Have done while traveling in past 2 years



Attended a food festival

Visited a farm/orchard

Took  a food/beverage tour

Took a cooking class

27%

25%

18%

10%

Have done while traveling in past 2 years



89%  Sightseeing (walking/driving)

84%  Visiting historical/cultural attractions

75%  Shopping

65%  Taking tours

58%  Visiting bars/pubs/nightclubs

53%  Attending major events /festivals

49%  Attending performing arts events

% LIKELY to participate in each 
activity while traveling



motivations for
FOOD TRAVEL



57% Eat local/regional food or drink
33%  Visit a famous/landmark restaurant

28% Attend a food, beer, or wine festival

26%  Eat at a fine dining restaurant

24%  Participate in a food/beverage tour

24% Visit a farm/orchard

10%  Take a cooking class Which have 
MOTIVATED you to 
take a trip or visit a 

destination



23% Visit a winery or wine trail

26%  Visit a brewery, taproom, or beer trail

13%  Visit a distillery or beverage trail

Which have 
MOTIVATED you to 
take a trip or visit a 

destination



connecting motivation 
& activities



motivated to eat at a 
fine dining / gourmet 
restaurant

attend major events***
go sightseeing
visit cultural/historical attractions**
attend performing arts events***
take tours***
go shopping***
visit bars/nightclubs***

are more likely 
to:

travelers who are

**p<.01
***p<.001



motivated to visit a 
famous or landmark 
restaurant

attend major events***
go sightseeing**
visit cultural/historical attractions***
attend performing arts events***
take tours***
go shopping***
visit bars/nightclubs***

are more likely 
to:

travelers who are

**p<.01
***p<.001



motivated to participate 
in a food & beverage 
tour

attend major events***
go sightseeing
visit cultural/historical attractions**
attend performing arts events***
take tours***
go shopping
visit bars/nightclubs***

are more likely 
to:

travelers who are

**p<.01
***p<.001



motivated to attend a 
food, beer, or wine 
festival

attend major events***
go sightseeing
visit cultural/historical attractions*
attend performing arts events***
take tours***
go shopping***
visit bars/nightclubs***

are more likely 
to:

travelers who are

*p<.05
**p<.01
***p<.001



motivated to eat the 
local / regional food or 
drink

attend major events***
go sightseeing***
visit cultural/historical attractions***
attend performing arts events***
take tours***
go shopping***
visit bars/nightclubs***

are more likely 
to:

travelers who are

***p<.001



motivated to eat the 
local / regional food or 
drink

let‘s go deeper

travelers who are



likelihood of each activity

based on motivation

3.78

4.41 4.31

3.69
3.26

4.32 4.16

3.22

Attend Major Events Go Sightseeing Visit
Historical/Cultural

Attractions

Attend Performing
Arts Events

n=1,420

n=1,081



likelihood of each activity

based on motivation
3.92

4.15
3.753.63

3.84
3.4

Take Tours Go Shopping Visit Bars, Pubs, Nightclubs



motivated to eat the 
local / regional food or 
drink

alternate reasons?

travelers who are



likelihood of visiting historical/cultural attractions

based on motivation
4.35

4.29

4.06 4.05

Frequent Travelers Less Frequent Travelers



likelihood of attending major events

based on motivation
3.53

3.49

3.41

3.18

Frequent Travelers Less Frequent Travelers



likelihood of going shopping

based on motivation
4.03

3.96

3.8

3.86

Frequent Travelers Less Frequent Travelers



there appears to be strong connections 
between being motivated to participate in 
food & beverage activities and participation 
in other travel activities 

this appears to be true for both frequent & 
less frequent travelers 

photo credits:  flickr creative commons:  Winniepix (outdoor café); Paolo Trabattoni (boulangerie); 
jeffreyw (taco); Epic BEER (beer line); Christopher Dorobek (wine); Hakee Chang (champagne); David 
(Ben’s Chili Bowl), Alex Butterfield (fruit).  Matthew Stone (stroopwaffels)



more connections?
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